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Field of the Invention The present invention
relates to a system and method for managing

the configuration of a mobile telephone
network, and more specifically, to a system
and method for translating the configuration

information of a telephone network into a
format that is suitable for use with mobile

switching centers, such as a wireless
messaging telephone system. 2. Description of
the Related Art A typical wireless messaging

telephone system, such as the Wireless
Efficenet (WE), supports transferring
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messages through a mobile telephone
network. A typical Mobile Services Switching
Center (MSC) supports sending and receiving

messages through the telephone network.
Although the format of the data received from
the mobile telephone network and used by the
MSC can be varied depending on the type of

wireless messaging telephone system, in
general, the information is presented to the

MSC as a list of telephone numbers. The MSC
typically presents the data, in its entirety, to a

Message Centre (MC) for further processing
and storing. The wireless messaging

telephone system may require the data to be
formatted in a certain format. For example,
the data representing each contact may be

stored as a new record in a database table of
all contacts in the wireless messaging

telephone system. Each contact may contain
information about the calling and called
parties. This information may include the

called party's number and the calling party's
number. The number may be stored in a

format that is known to the wireless
messaging telephone system. For example,

the called party's number may be in the form
of an international telephone number.

Additionally, the calling party's number may
be stored in a format that is compatible with

the wireless messaging telephone system. For
example, the calling party's number may be in

the form of an international telephone
number. The wireless messaging telephone

system may require that both the called
party's number and the calling party's number
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be in the same format. It is often desirable to
have a mobile telephone network that is

interoperable with a conventional telephone
network. For example, some business

enterprises may wish to have two separate
telephone networks. In one network, the
enterprise may operate a business with a

wireless messaging telephone system, and in
another network, it may operate 648931e174
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the.safariBookmarks.plist file. It also has an interface with a ton of

useful functions that will help you with iOS hacks. mobi files,
movies and free video streaming (online) from anywhere. Mobi Info

Edit is a powerful text editing tool designed for WindowsÂ . mobi
Info Edit. mobi Info Edit is a powerful text editing tool designed for

WindowsÂ . ItÂ . mobi Info Edit is a powerful text editing tool
designed for WindowsÂ . ItÂ
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